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No amount of crystal ball gazing could have
forecast how consumers would be shopping today.
Promotions sent to smartphones based on
consumer locality to stores; birthday emails
complete with personalised offers; goods ordered
on a Saturday arriving at front doors on Sunday;
touchscreens used to try on clothes – who could
have predicted just a few years ago that customers
would have so many retail-related options at their
fingertips? Thanks to the mobile evolution, “the
power is in their hands” has never been a truer
statement than of the consumer in 2014.
While the ability to browse and buy using
mobile phones, tablets and laptops has been a
complete game changer, that’s not to say that
consumers have lost the emotional connection
with shopping in store. For the retailer, these
diverse researching and purchasing options
mean the need to accommodate increasingly
complicated customer journeys.
Retailers are reacting, surging ahead with
adapting their infrastructures and business setups to support multichannel organisations that
meet consumer needs – needs that cannot be
ignored – and that are driving change.
With customers at the steering wheel, it is
more important than ever that their attitudes
towards shopping and their behaviours should
be firmly at the heart of every retailer’s strategy,
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with consumer insight influencing every
business decision.
That’s why this report is essential reading,
based on not only an extensive survey with
2,000 consumers but also exclusive in-depth
interviews with shoppers, helping to provide
retailers with a 360-degree view of their
customers – when, where and how they want to
shop, and what they are thinking.
Although the customer journey is more
multifaceted than ever before, consumers aren’t
asking for too much. While your shoppers are
making the most of the convenience of online
they still enjoy buying in store too. Both on and
offline they want good prices and consistently
high levels of customer service. Online, they
ask for an easy-to-use website and deliveries
that arrive on time. Meanwhile, services such
as click-and-collect are among those that could
win retailers more customer loyalty.
With shoppers able to check stock and prices
before they have even got out of bed, retailers
need to work harder to not only stay in touch with
customer demands but to race ahead of them.
The findings of this report provide a window
into how customers are shopping now and are
likely to shop in the future, helping business
leaders ensure that they are a go-to retailer for
consumers, whether in store, online or both.

“for the retailer, these
diverse researching and
purchasing options mean
the need to accommodate
increasingly complicated
customer journeys”

It is an exciting time to be in retail. With the
pace of change in technology and consumer
shopping, what’s clear is that standing still is
not an option.
In a world of ubiquitous connectivity,
smart devices and everything online, consumers are able to get more variety with more price
transparency.
Technology is making people more demanding. They’re becoming more digitally savvy
and using ecommerce, mobile technology,
and social media, often simultaneously, to
shop. They expect a personalised, seamless
buying experience whatever the channel –
bricks-and-mortar and online retail no longer
exist as separate entities.
What’s more, technology is bridging continents and blurring borders. Customers can
buy from anywhere, at any time, and they
expect their experience to still feel local.
While this brings new challenges, it also opens
up huge opportunities for retailers to tap
into both emerging and growth markets around
the world.
But as channels have proliferated, the consumer shopping journey has become more
complex – and longer. In this more complex
retail environment, retailers face the time-

less question, ‘How do I connect with my customers and provide a value proposition that
keeps them coming back?’
We have found that customer loyalty is all
about making it easy for customers. While
there is complexity, ironically, in making it easy,
retailers who connect the retail experience
and provide a single customer view are able
to build trust and loyalty.
Technology offers some clever ways to
make shopping more efficient and convenient
at scale, with a blend of store, online and
mobile. But excellent customer service and
the human touch continue to be highly important
for the customer (even when online).
We are thrilled to sponsor The Consumer
2014, which gives some great insight into how
people are really shopping today, and some of the
trends retailers should capitalise on.

“technology is bridging
continents and blurring
borders. customers can
buy from anywhere, at
any time, and they expect
their experience to still
feel local”
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KEY CONSUMER DATA FROM THE CONSUMER 2014 REPORT
Percentage of consumers
who start their shopping
journey in store

52.3%

Executive
summary

41.5%

describe their shopping
behaviour as mainly in store

40.7%

T

he retail world has changed. An economic downturn and the rise of online
shopping have turned shoppers into
promiscuous dea l-hunters a r med
with mobile technology that allows them to
shop whenever they want, however they want with
whomever they want.
Consumers are maximising these new ways to
shop, which is revealed through an extensive survey
of 2,000 shoppers and in-depth exclusive interviews
with a nationally representative sample of UK consumers of all ages, carried out as part of this report.
Among those surveyed, online shopping and value
for money are the two most popular answers when
asked what has most changed their shopping experience in the past three years. The ability to browse and
buy products on a mobile device is ranked third.

high street connection

But that doesn’t mean they have all left the high street,
content to remain camped on their sofas with smartphones and tablets. Shoppers still have an emotional
connection to the in-store shopping experience –
41.5% of the 2,000 people asked describe their behaviour as mainly in store, compared with 29% who now
shop mostly online. In fact, the customer journey is
more likely to start in store for most people.
In store, customers have a range of expectations. The most important is price – 85.2% list
it in their top five – followed by a range of services that customers value in a store experience,
including loyalty cards, product range, store locations and customer service. The quality of staff is
falling, according to the consumers interviewed, with

CHAPTER 1
TODAY’S SHOPPER IN AN ONLINE/OFFLINE WORLD
l	31.2% say online shopping has changed their
experience more than anything else
l	The shopping journey still starts in store for most
(52.3%) but this reveals that increasing numbers
are starting online
l	Price and convenience are shoppers’ top priorities
l	Customers frustrated as staff give way to
technology
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those retailers offering good service and plentiful staff
standing out.
Customers want their experience to be convenient, so when the respondents are asked what
they value most from a retailer when shopping in
store, they place the following in their top two priorities: good product range (23.6%), stock availability (17.6%), staff availability (16.6%) and store
location (16.5%). Almost one in five (17.5%) place
customer service in their top two choices for the thing
they value most in store.
However, the expectation of customer service
diminishes online – when asked what they value
most from an online retailer, only 9.1% of respondents
rank it in their top two priorities. Price gets the most
mentions again, as 70.8% have it in their top five and
32.4% place it first or second. This is followed closely
by making it easy to find what they want – 64.6% rank
it in their top five and 45% in their top two – and complete the order, with 64.2% placing it in their top five
and 22.4% in their top two.
Surprisingly few retailers are getting this
right, but those that have are seen as ‘amazing’ performers, head and shoulders above the
rest. Delivery services are holding many back
– customers feel they have low expectations yet have
still been left frustrated. When it comes to what deters
people from shopping online, only a slow website
(49.2%) and the fact they want to experience the product before buying (50.1%) ranks higher than inconvenient delivery times (46.9%) in people’s top five.
With this in mind, asking for extra fees to provide a more convenient service is not something the
majority of customers will consider. While 34.1% will

l	Convenience around factors including

location, parking and queuing prevent people
shopping on the high street
l	Poor delivery services are an issue for
online – customers say it shouldn’t
be difficult
l	Some top performers for in-store experience
are struggling online
l	Young are more receptive to personalised
promotions

Percentage of consumers
who start their shopping
journey on a retailer’s website

pay for express delivery, only 12.5% will pay to have a
delivery made at a specific hour. In fact, almost half
(48.1%) won’t pay a premium for convenient delivery
at all. Instead, it seems, more people are opting to
either research online and buy in store or use clickand-collect services.
The multichannel retailers are finding it
particularly difficult to meet customer expectations online. Shoppers are asked for their
top five retailers in terms of in-store services from
a list of 27 across different categories. Nine retailers are given a top-five placing by 20% or above
of shoppers. However, asked to pick their favourite retailer online and only four of those nine
manage as many votes. The gap between online and
in-store experiences can be wide.

say convenience
keeps them loyal
to a retailer

Percentage of people who place
price in their top five most
valued element when
shopping online

70.8%

28%

use their
smartphone
for research
when out
shopping

36%
29%

describe their shopping
behaviour as mainly online

31.4% of shoppers
pay more for
express delivery

Percentage of consumers
that say improving online
services enhances their
shopping experience

50.9%

34.7%

of people say loyalty cards
keep them more loyal
than anything

the challenges ahead

Whether customers stay loyal to these retailers may
depend on their ability to align their online and offline
services more closely. Almost a quarter (23.6%) say
they would stop using a retailer if they didn’t offer
convenient delivery times. Meanwhile, when asked
their top five reasons as to what is most likely to
make them stay loyal to a retailer, 37.4% say an efficient website and 32.4% say they want retailers to
‘make it easy’.
In a multichannel world where shoppers are keen
for the best value it will be hard to maintain loyalty,
but not impossible. Of the consumers polled, 72.5%
give UK retailers a ‘very good’ or ‘good’ in the experiences they offer. However, just 3.1% say the UK shopping experience is ‘outstanding’. This is the challenge
for tomorrow’s retailers.

CHAPTER 2
THE CHANGING FACE OF CUSTOMER LOYALTY
l	Customers are happy to switch brands –
unless they get great deals and
outstanding service
l	34.7% say loyalty cards keep them loyal
more than anything, particularly important
for women
l	Value for money and convenience are among
top drivers for loyalty

l	Multichannel shoppers are found to be loyal,

with 37.8% saying they will be loyal to a brand
offline and online
l	28% will use smartphone for research
l	Men seem more receptive to personalised
communications – 8.7% of men place it in their
top five values from online brands, while just
5.4% of women do
CHAPTER 3
CONVENIENCE COUNTS
l	40.7% say convenience is in the top five most
likely reason they stay loyal to a retailer
l	Store location is a priority
l	Customers are more interested in the basics
such as well-stocked and staffed stores rather
than impressive new technology
l	50.9% say improving online services is in their
top five opportunities for retailers to enhance
their shopping experience
l	Online convenience means an easy-to-use
website and flexible, reliable deliveries
l	48.1% of shoppers won’t pay for more
convenient deliveries – many feel it should be
part of the online service

l	Click-and-collect is growing in popularity,

especially among women
CHAPTER 4
WHAT LIES BENEATH: CONSUMER PSYCHOLOGY
l	The fundamentals of consumer behaviour in
relation to shopping have not changed
l	The drivers are the same but the way people
are able to shop is changing
l	Time-pressure plays a significant role in how
people shop
l	Consumers should be able to expect a consistent
experience across all shopping channels
l	Location tracking and real-time inferences on
customers’ emotions are technologies of the
future, allowing for responsive retail
l	People still have an emotional tie to in-store
shopping
CHAPTER 5
generational differences
l	The importance of price varies depending
on age group
l	Younger generations are more familiar
with technology than older generations

and more of them say that a better online
experience is the best opportunity for
retailers to improve their customer
experience
l	A third of shoppers now start their journey
online – regardless of age
l	The factors shoppers value most from their
online experience differs little across age
groups
l	About 50% of those surveyed in the 25-to-54
demographic are put off online shopping by
inconvenient delivery times
CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION: the ever-evolving needs
of the consumer
l	Multichannel shopping has made the customer
journey complicated
l	Many people now start their shopping journey
online, but go on to buy in store
l	Shopper needs can be simple, especially online
where price, easy-to-use websites and good
delivery services stand out
l	In-store shoppers are concerned by falling staff
numbers and closing stores
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CHAPTER 1

TODAY’S SHOPPER IN AN
ONLINE/OFFLINE WORLD

l	31.2% of consumers rank shopping online as the most significant change to their attitude

towards shopping in the past three years
l	Value for money and browsing and buying on mobile devices have had a profound impact
on consumers
l	More than a third of people still describe their shopping behaviour as mainly in store
l	The preference for online shopping varies depending on whether people are buying fashion,
grocery or general goods
l	Sales are the best way for retailers to tempt consumers into their store spontaneously
l	The expertise and personal touch of staff still impress today’s consumer
l	Amazon continues to raise the bar online
l	Retailers are struggling to bridge the gap between the online and in-store customer experience

T

echnology has changed the world, and
retail as we know it has been transformed
by digital innovation and cutting-edge
thinking. Online and mobile shopping
have brought myriad possibilities for shoppers and
plenty of headaches for retailers. Not to mention
the cost of completely overhauling legacy systems
that, at the time of conception, did not take into
account that vast volumes of consumers would be
shopping at home and on the go.
2014’s shopper journey is long and complicated, with multiple touchpoints often with competing customer demands. Indeed, it’s a far cry from
the controlled in-store shopping environment of
old and has left retailers with the challenge of
offering a seamless multichannel experience.
But how are they getting on? What are 2014
shoppers buying and how are they doing it? How
have their shopping habits evolved and what has
this done to the expectations they have of retailers? And, critically, are these demands different
online than in store?

This report draws on an extensive survey of
2,000 shoppers and the findings of in-depth exclusive interviews with a nationally representative
sample of UK consumers, providing some essential answers and analysis.

All change

The majority of shoppers say the most important
change in their attitude towards shopping in
the past three years has been their ability to
shop online, with 66.3% selecting it in their top
three. In fact, 31.2% say it is the number one
change, followed by value for money at 17.4%
and the ability to browse and buy on their
mobiles at 15.2% (see chart 1.1). Hardly surprising – smartphone ownership is expected to hit
75% this year in the UK, according to the Internet Advertising Bureau and the roll-out of 4G
continues apace.
Mobile technology allows people to shop anywhere and everywhere, but it doesn’t mean that
they are – 41.5% of respondents still describe their

1.1 The most important change in people’s attitude
towards shopping
Online shopping

31.2%

Value for money

17.4%

Browsing/shopping on a mobile device

15.2%

Click-and-collect

14.8%

Browsing/shopping on a tablet

8%

Better product quality

5.2%

Better customer service
Shopping environment
Brand and retailer ethics
Other
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3.5%
2.4%

The percentage of people who best describe their shopping
behaviour as mostly in store

41.5%

shopping behaviour as mainly in store, compared
with 29% who shop mostly online. Some 18% will
research online and then buy in store. Intriguingly,
very few (4.8%) research in store and then buy
online (see chart 1.2). This begs the question: are the
fears of showrooming overplayed (see chapter 2)?
The shopping journey also tends to start in
store – but only by a small majority (52.3%) of
those surveyed. The trend to start online is growing. For 36% it starts at a retailer’s website, while
for a minority it’s a mobile app (5.6%) or social
media (0.9%).

“Some would say I’m
surgically attached to my
phone. I don’t sit and watch
TV anymore, I surf the net
on the sofa, and do all my
online research and shopping
that way. If I want to run
products/ideas past
my husband I just lean
over and show him. I think
it’s revolutionised the
way I shop online”
Female, 45, Newcastle

1.6%
0.7%
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1.2 How people best
describe their shopping
behaviour
4%

l Shop mostly in

2.7%

4.8%

18%

1.3 Where consumers start
their shopping journey

41.5%

29%

store
l Shop mostly
online
l Research online,
then buy in store
l Research in store,
then buy online
l Shop mostly
online, then
collect in store
l Other

“Personally I think [high
street retailers] are
changing for the better
as they realise they will
not survive with internet
shopping becoming a lot
more popular. The staff
are more attentive to your
needs in the high street –
they are struggling and
[their customers] are needed
more than ever”
Female, 46, Swansea

1.4 How people rate their
shopping experiences
in the UK

0.9% 2.3%
2.9%

0.6%

l Contact centre/

catalogue

21.4%

l In store
l Mobile app
l Retailer website
l Social media
l Other

36%
52.3%

28.1%

44.4%

Traditional values

The percentage of respondents whose shopping journey
starts in store

Attitudes towards shopping might have
changed significantly in the past few years, but
expectations of customer service have not. Just
one in five say this is one of the top three things
that has changed for them regarding their
shopping experience. However, men feel it is a
bigger factor than women (22.5% versus 17.6%).

52.3%

It’s worth noting that the preference for online
shopping depends on the category. If it’s grocery,
then it’s the high street, shopping centres, out-oftown retail parks, independent shops and markets that dominate with 80.1% shopping in these
places compared with just 12.9% online. If it’s
fashion or general goods, the gap between offline
and online closes (see table A).

If most people still shop in store, retailers must
be doing something right. Or perhaps they
are doing something wrong online. The multichannel experience is a relatively new phenomenon and retailers and customers alike are
grappling with how to get the most from it. How
this translates into shopping experiences is
discussed in more detail, but generally shoppers say retailers are doing a good job, but not
necessarily a great one.
Of the 2,000 consumers polled, almost three
quarters (72.5%) give UK retailers a ‘very good’ or

‘good’ in the experiences they offer. However, just
3.1% say the UK shopping experience is outstanding. The same number feel that it is not good or
is very poor (3%).
When asked about specific retailers, the range
of experiences is broad and very much depends
on whether the experience is online or offline (see
table B). Though it is the usual suspects that attract the top scores, the positive comments in the
focus groups are attributed to brands from across
the retail spectrum – premium to discounter and
pure-play to high street.
Yet shoppers are also conscious of the physical changes on the high street – they’ve noticed
the closure of shops in their area, quieter town
centres and a proliferation of charity shops filling vacant premises. Sales have become perpetual
rather than a special occasion, but a Sale is still
the best way to prompt consumers to enter a store
spontaneously – 82% of those surveyed put it in
their top five.

table a Where people shop most
for different types of goods

table b Top performers for...
online experience	in-store experience

Categories

Store

Offline

Online

Other

l Outstanding
l Very good
l Good
l Average
l Not good
l Very poor

5.6%

Good experience, but not great
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3.1%

2.4%

%

Store

%

Fashion

64.4%

28.3%

7.3%

1 Amazon

75.9%

1 Marks & Spencer

42.9%

Grocery

80.1%

12.9%

7%

2 eBay

42.6%

2 Tesco

36%

General goods

67.5%

28.8%

3.7%

3 Argos

38.5%

3 Boots

35%

(Percentage of
consumers who
select these
stores in their
top five)

1.5 What prompts consumers to go into a
store spontaneously?


Store design
In-store event

Window displays
In-store technology (eg. virtual fitting rooms)
Mobile promotion
Digital signage

Magazine advertising
Billboards
Social media
l Men
Recommendations
l Women
Sale
* Percentage of people who
Other
rank option in their top five

It’s hard to blame the retail sector or customers for this approach. Faced with tightening budgets and difficult economic times, price remains
king (see chapter 2) and the search for a deal has
undoubtedly driven more people to compare
online. Pincer-like, these factors are squeezing
the life out of the high street. But could they also
breathe life back into it as customer service once
again comes to the fore?

in-store shoppers
In-store shoppers value price and range the
most, regardless of their age. Loyalty cards are also
important for the under 45s (see chapter 5).

28%

of men prefer to
buy online compared with...

22.6%of women
In store

Much has been made of the battle between online and in store, but the results in table A suggest
that shoppers still value the experiences they are
getting on the high street – especially in grocery,
where the opportunity to select individual products becomes more relevant.
Consumers want to touch and feel a bag of
oranges, but it also seems to be important in
other categor ies too – notably fa shion,
furniture, DIY, electricals, and health and beauty.
From the focus groups it is clear that reassurance
is often needed in these cases. This reinforces previous research by BT, showing that choice, substitution and convenience can all play a part in
moving people off their sofas and onto the high
street. The social dimension to shopping is also
important, including the interaction with staff.

27.1%
18.4%
27.9%
24.8%
19%
9.9%
26.1%
30.7%
26.9%
19.7%
20.5%
20.1%

6.5%
6.1%

60.1%
59.7%
70.3%
75.8%
70.6%
79%

66.2%
70.8%
78.9%
84.9%

1.6 Categories men and women prefer
to browse and buy in store
Books, DVDs and CDs
Vouchers for music/film downloads
DIY
Electricals
Fashion
Furniture and white goods
Groceries
Health and beauty
Homewares
Leisure products
Toys
l Men
Other
l Women

The approach to buying in store can also be
gender specific, to a certain extent. Men prefer
to buy DIY items in store (36.7% compared with
27.5% of women), whereas women are more likely to head into town for clothing (55.9% versus
45.6% of men). More men also say they prefer
buying online – asked what prevents them from
going in store, 28% say they ‘prefer to buy online’,
compared with 22.6% of women.
Ethics also play a part, with some concerned
about the sale of products cheaply online. Shoppers are often left in a quandary between the
convenience of online and the desire to enjoy
shopping in store. In the focus groups, many feel
positive about shopping in a store that pays staff
compared with a website. These staff can have a
considerable bearing on the overall experience.

9.4%
5.3%

24.8%
23.3%

36.7%
27.5%
37.3%
30.1%
45.6%
55.9%
31.9%
34.3%
62.4%
61.9%
25.3%
45.4%
31.1%
35.9%
20.1%
13.2%
12%
14%
1.5%
2%

“Online pictures don’t really
satisfy my need to feel and
touch products. I want to
know if a banana is yellow
or speckled and the smell of
bread baking beats looking
at a picture of a loaf”
Female, 66, Cambridge

Doors open

Shoppers need to touch certain products, and
that brings them in store for specific purchases,
but what might bring them into one store over
another? What’s in the window and whether
there’s a Sale are definitely attractive; much more
so than expensive new technology such as in-store
digital signage (see chart 1.5).
Men are more likely to be swayed by new
technology in store, such as virtual fitting rooms
– 27.1% put it in the top five things that would
prompt a spontaneous visit to a store compared
with 18.4% of women.
The importance of new technology and promotions by SMS (see chapter 2) is likely to change as
features such as virtual fitting rooms become more
mainstream and retailers get better at using big
data to personalise communications (see chapter 5).
Indeed, 37.9% of 18-to-24 year olds put mobile
promotions in their top five things most likely to
prompt them to go in store spontaneously, but this
drops to 8.6% among the over 55s. Store design is
much more important for older generations. Billboards and magazine ads haven’t lost their value
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“It’s usually easy to
remember the outstanding
customer service, and then
the average bog-standard
grumpy faces and miserable
‘can’t be bothered’ attitudes
just seem normal”
Female, 21, Birmingham

“I prefer shopping in store,
looking for bargains. When
online you have to know what
you’re looking for or know
which site is good for a quick
look – which is usually all it
is, a quick look – whereas in
store you can take your time”
Female, 33, Manchester

“I would prefer to visit a
store when making a bigticket purchase, for example
a new television, computer,
phone or car. i usually look
online and take a screengrab
of the best prices, then in
store ask if they will price
match. nine times out of ten
they usually match (or at
least get very close)”
Male, 37, Sheffield

entirely though – perhaps thanks to the use of interactive technology such as QR codes which has
kept them relevant. For more age-related insight,
see chapter 5.

Experience counts

Sales and window displays might well bring people in, but over-enthusiastic sales staff and too
much in-store technology can send them straight
back out again, especially if they’re men.
Some 46.6% of people asked put customer
service in the top five when it comes to what they
value most when shopping in store.
The focus groups support this. The ‘hard sell’
is a definite turn-off, but equally off-putting are
staff that ignore customers and stand about chatting among themselves.
When it comes to technology stores, the focus
groups suggest they, in particular, are “breeding
grounds” for poor customer service. One comSAME PERSON – VERY DIFFERENT
EXPERIENCES
“Instead of just palming me off onto her colleague, the assistant waited with me while her
colleague went to search for my item on the
computer and we had a very nice conversation
while we were waiting”

“I tried to explain to the assistant that I wasn’t
really sure what he was talking about because
I am not that knowledgeable about computers.
He then seemed to get very annoyed that I’d
come into a computer shop without much
knowledge… I was left completely humiliated
that I was treated like such an idiot just because
I didn’t understand the specifics”
Female, 20, Plymouth
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15.9%

of men are put off buying in store
because of ‘interaction with sales assistants’
Just

9.8%of women feel the same

table C How could retailers
improve your experience?
Lower prices
Convenient store locations
Better loyalty schemes

Impressive as in-store technology may
be, it’s the simple things like good
customer assistance and well-staffed stores
that people miss

plained of staff that appear put out by customers’
lack of knowledge.
The two experiences of a 20-year-old female
from Plymouth (left) demonstrate the gulf between
the best and worst. It will be interesting to evaluate how the move by Dixons, for example, to
revamp some of its stores to appeal more to
females will evolve.
The availability of staff is actually more important than how knowledgeable they are, with
34.6% and 26.3% respectively placing it in the top
five for the services they most value when shopping in store. In fact, delve deeper into the data
and 16.6% of all those surveyed say staff availability is top or second on the list (see chart 1.6).
This could, in part, be explained by the fact
that customers generally think staff know their
stuff – almost two thirds (64.4%) of consumers feel that shop assistants are knowledgeable
enough to help them with any queries.

Personal touch

That doesn’t mean staff with insight are not important. In a slightly contradictory result, ‘more
knowledgeable staff’ is one of the top five ways in
which the retail experience could be improved,
coming fourth behind better loyalty schemes,
convenient store locations and lower prices (see

In store – takeaway tips
l 	Invest in staff training – good customer
86.2%
67%
56.6%

More knowledgeable staff

53.3%

More flexible delivery

52.8%

(percentage of people who rank option in their top five)

table C). However, dig a little deeper into the data
and it shows that 22% of all those surveyed put
more knowledgeable staff in first or second on the
list – behind only prices and location.
Although just 15.2% say assistants armed
with mobile devices would make them more
approachable. Tablets in the hands of shop
assistants are increasingly helping to facilitate
ongoing training. In conclusion, expertise,
helpfulness and the personal touch are all noticed
– and, critically, remembered. A small dose of
good customer service can go a long way.

Online

People are spending more and more online. Following the bumper Christmas period there was
further cheer in January, with online retail sales
rising 18% year on year in January as shoppers
spent an estimated £8.1bn online. IMRG and
Capgemini’s most recent e-Retail Sales Index

Percentage of shoppers that say a better online service is one
of the top two things that retailers could do to improve their
shopping experience

18.8%

service will be remembered and bring
people back
l 	A quarter of consumers don’t buy in store
because they prefer shopping online
l 	Logistics more than anything prevent people
shopping in store
l 	Staff availability is more important than
knowledge

also revealed that online spending exceeded the
index’s growth forecast of 17%, as online consumers spent £78 on average in January 2014, up by
£4 from January 2013. Browser-to-buyer conversion rates were at the highest levels recorded since
January 2009.
But there is plenty more in the tank. More
than half (50.9%) of the 2,000 people surveyed
say a better online service is one of the five ways
that retailers can improve customer experience;
almost one in five (18.8%) rates it as one of the
top two priorities. As such it ranks closely to more
knowledgeable staff, easier returns, more flexible delivery and only just behind better loyalty
schemes (see chapter 3) in terms of importance.
But what do customers want from their online
experience and does it differ from that in store?

Price match

Charts 1.7 and 1.8 show what consumers value
most in their online and offline shops, respectively. Price trumps all – and by some way. In
store, for instance, price is selected as the top or
second top value by 53% of those surveyed – more
than any other value could muster even when the
top five choices are considered, apart from product range (chosen in the top five by 60.7%).
This isn’t surprising given the economic climate and increase in cost of living. What is more
surprising is that when attention turns to online,

“Websites crashing or
responding slowly are a
major pain – if they want us
to spend money, they should
make it easier”
Male, 43, London

“i don’t normally buy online
but would consider it if i
knew what i wanted to buy
and just needed to check
a brand or model, or look
for the best price. but when
buying for someone else and
i need something different,
but haven’t a clue what to
get, then i need to see what is
available and this means a
visit to a department store
or town centre high street”
Female, 62, London

“i particularly love the
bargain aspect of shopping
in store. i cannot resist the
discounts and special offers
that don’t always occur
online, and although it blows
the budget it adds a fun
aspect to shopping”
Female, 66, Cambridge
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1.7 What do consumers value most when shopping in store?
l % of people who rank option in their top five
l % of people who rank option as their first or second top choice
85.2%

Price

53%
60.7%

Product range

23.6%
49.1%

Loyalty card

24.2%
46.6%

Customer service

17.5%

Stock availability

46.5%
17.6%

Store location

45.7%
16.5%

Staff availability
Store environment

34.6%
16.6%
31.8%
4.8%

Free returns

“In store the most important
aspect of customer service is
the staff. Online it is whether
a product arrives at the time
specified and the condition
expected”
Female, 16, Sheffield

“I do expect customer service
to be as good from retailers
online as it is in a high street
store because I see their
website as an extension
of their store, so the same
quality and policy should be
used in the two”
Female, 20, Plymouth

Knowledgeable staff
Click-and-collect service
Postal promotions
Email/text promotions
Other

Female, 56, Plymouth

19%
8.25%
16.1%
2.5%
10.6%
1.6%
1.4%
0.9%

70.8%

Price

32.4%
45%
64.2%

Ease of ordering
Delivery options

22.4%
45.5%
14.1%
42.4%
10%
41.2%

Stock availability
Product range

19.7%
36.2%
9.8%
28.7%

Click-and-collect
Customer service
Product descriptions
Website design
Personal email offers

Personally addressed
Mobile-optimised site
Personal SMS offers
Other

price remains the value that most people select
as one of their top five, but it’s not necessarily as
important as it is in store.
Some 70.8% place price in their top five values
when shopping online, but the ability to ‘find what
I want’ and ‘ease of ordering’ come a close second
and third (64.6% and 64.2% respectively). What’s
more, 45% place ‘find what I want’ as the number one or two priority for them, compared with
32.4% who place the same emphasis on price.
Perhaps shoppers have come to expect online to
be cheaper than high street stores?
So, how else do the in-store and online demands differ or merge?

64.6%

Finding what I want

Easy to speak with someone
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26.3%
5.3%

1.8 What do consumers value most when shopping with
a retailer online?

Free returns

“some of the online sites
can be brilliant, such as
amazon, who are speedy at
delivery, trustworthy and
reliable, plus so convenient
with returns (you can even
send back through local
convenience shops)”

26.5%
7.75%

16%
21.8%
9.1%
18.9%
4.35%
15.6%
2.8%
9.4%
1.5%
9.1%
2.2%
8%
5%
5.7%
1.3%
3.6%
0.6%
2.5%
1.8%

a valuable experience
Price priority
Customers see price as the most important value,
whether online or offline.
Stock it
The availability of stock is among the top priorities
both online and offline. Online, products and
services also need to be clearly described – many
of the complaints that surface in the focus groups
stem from inaccurate information regarding
whether an item is in stock or what the delivery
costs were.
Smile please
Customer service is more important in store than
online. However, the focus groups show a mixed
bag of experiences in both channels. Websites that
appear to be manned give customers reassurance
that queries and problems will receive a response.
Hiding away contact details can cause frustration –
clarity is the name of the game.
Promotion fatigue
Whether it is in the post or via SMS and email,
retailers can add little value to shoppers’
experiences with promotions. This could change
with personalisation of offers using big data
(see chapter 2).

A+ for Amazon

Amazon’s accountants might have had a tough
year, but the online retailer is still the darling
of UK shoppers’ online experiences. It is way
ahead of the competition, with more than
three in every four consumers (75.9%) placing it
in their top five.
Amazon is mentioned numerous times in
the focus groups too, where simple customer
service continues to “amaze” its customers. Indeed, whether in store or online, brands don’t
necessarily need to go out of their way to receive
recognition and distance themselves from the
competition.
Customers expect returns or complaints to
be made difficult and laboured; when that is
not the case and the service is quick, friendly
and helpful it can distinguish good service
from great. This “shouldn’t be rocket science”,
as one 60-year-old male shopper from Southampton put it.
While Amazon is a clear winner when it
comes to online shopping experiences, among
the high street and multichannel retailers a number
are seen as exemplars. And the brands mentioned
in a positive light span the retail spectrum. The
high-end stores – Waitrose, John Lewis and Marks
& Spencer – are often associated with a satisfying
shopping experience, but so are some of those at the
discount level – even if some of those in the focus
groups are at pains to admit it. This is not surprising,
given the importance that customers are placing on
price (see chapter 2).

“Amazon amazed me recently.
I had a problem with
the product, went to the
manufacturer’s website,
who confirmed it was faulty,
and advised me to go back
to the retailer. i Contacted
Amazon – who sent a new one.
No passing the buck – just
a free replacement. I didn’t
even have to send the faulty
item back. Normally you have
to jump through hoops to get
faulty goods replaced”
Male, 62, London

“i hate to say it, but
Poundland makes shopping
really easy. No quibble about
price, i have a rough idea
of what they stock, it’s
speedy, and it’s quite good
fun to discover weird and
wonderful new products”
Female, 66, Cambridge

Multichannel: Multiple problems

The previous section spotlights the competing
and varying demands customers have when
shopping online compared with offline, and the
increased importance they place on some aspects
of service in these two channels. Indeed, this is
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“what appeals to me most about amazon is just how easy and
fast the site is. i also love that i can check past orders and
that it stores my payment methods and delivery addresses. it’s
easy to do without human contact, but if you need to there’s
someone you can call. they also sell just about everything you
could want or need and will deliver just about anywhere”
Male, 60, Southampton

“Why anyone should think
our requirements are
somewhat less just because
we’re ordering online is
beyond me. If they don’t want
to provide service that is
focused on the customer, then
they deserve to lose market
share and close”
Male, 60, Southampton

“I am not loyal to any
retailer, online or high
street. I will go where
the price leads me”
Female, 29, Bristol

1.9 Which provide the best
customer experience in
store?

Which provide the best
customer experience online?

42.9%

75.9%

36%

42.6%

35%

38.5%

33.9%

31.7%

33.9%

23.2%

33.5%

21.6%

28.9%

19.8%

23.4%

16.3%

20.6%

13.9%

19.8%

13.8%

*Respondents are supplied with a list of retailers from which to select their top five
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the major challenge many retailers are grappling
with: how to make the multichannel experience
seamless, with online and offline experiences
equally valued.
With almost a third of shoppers (29%) now
shopping mostly online, 18% are at least researching online before buying in store and 36% of customer journeys begin at a retailer’s website, the
online experience is critical. And yet few seem to
be getting it right.
When asked which five retailers provide the
best customer experience in store (from a list of
27 retailers covering key brands in each retail
segment – see chart 1.9), Argos, Asda, Boots, Debenhams, John Lewis, Marks & Spencer, Next,
Sainsbury’s and Tesco are all picked by 20% of
consumers. That’s the good news.
Asked which of those retailers provide the
best online experience and of those nine retailers,
only four – Argos, John Lewis, M&S and Tesco
– hit 20% again. Providing a great multichannel experience is easier said than done, it seems,
with a gap between online and in-store experience that many retailers are struggling to
bridge. Even M&S, which scores well in both
channels, attracts almost double the score for
its in-store experience compared with online
(42.9% versus 23.2%).
Retailers are striving towards an omnichannel service, but many seem to be struggling to get
there. The Retail 2014 report, published by Retail
Week earlier this year, includes a survey of top
retailers and 60% claim investment in omnichannel
will be their top priority this year. However, they
also suggest that the recruiting of omnichannel
specialists is a problem.
So, who is getting closest to the experience
customers want?
According to this survey, Tesco comes closest
to aligning the standards expected in store versus online (36% and 31.7% placing it in their top
five for offline and online respectively). Tesco is

still a long way off going toe-to-toe with the pureplays – Amazon and eBay are in the top five for
75.9% and 42.6% of those surveyed respectively;
Argos is the only multichannel retailer to get
close, with 38.5% of those surveyed ranking it in
their top five.
This reinforces an analysis in Retail Week in
October 2013 that says, “Argos is becoming the
retailer to watch in multichannel”. It highlights
the impact that new hires, re-engineering of the
business to put IT at its heart and the tie-up with
eBay have had.
Many other multichannel players are trying to
catch up with their pure-play counterparts, with
the survey findings mirroring sales reports from
the likes of IMPG Capgemini. Its February 2014
figures, for example, show pure-play merchants
outperforming multichannel in terms of online
order value.

bt action points
l Today the retail domain is facing a
number of innovation frontiers with
ecommerce, mobile, 4G and big data
– all driving commerce online fast.
Retailers need to stay ahead of the curve
of this changing environment to fulfil
consumer needs.
l Increasing complexity with channel
proliferation, more nuanced customer
shopping journeys and more competition
with lower barriers to entry. Understanding
consumer behaviour is more important
than ever.
l The emerging winners are embracing
technology to provide a seamless experience
in an increasingly omnichannel retail world –
because customers expect it.

“i trust [john lewis, waitrose
and marks & spencer] to
provide me with great
products, value for money
prices and a good shopping
experience. in addition, they
have good loyalty schemes,
so they reward me for
shopping with them”
Male, 45, London

“amazon has to be tops,
such a good website, such a
good choice and service, and
very good prices. probably
followed by argos. when it
comes to the high street then
I think places like maplin,
as you are pretty much
guaranteed to find a member
of staff who actually knows
about the products”
Male, 51, Leeds
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CHAPTER 2

THE CHANGING FACE OF
CUSTOMER LOYALTY

l	Consumers are increasingly hunting down deals and seeking value for money from retailers,

which can win their loyalty
l	56.5% put better loyalty schemes in their top five changes that would improve the retail
experience
l	Women place more value on a loyalty card than men
l	Easier returns and more flexible delivery also feature in factors likely to secure consumer loyalty
l	More than a third of shoppers say if they are loyal to a high street retailer they will buy from
them online too
l	Shoppers aren’t yet overly swayed by promotions sent to their mobile phones or by email

T

oday’s shoppers are a promiscuous
bunch. Hit hard by the recession and
struggling against a tide of rising
prices for everything from fruit to
fuel, according to our survey, they are more
desperate than ever to find value for money in
their purchases and the best deals.
Technology, as covered in chapter 1, has enabled shoppers to use bricks-and-mortar stores to
browse before buying online at the lowest price.
Thanks to mobile technology they can now even
buy online at one store while trying an item on in
another. But while a smartphone in a shopper’s
hand could tempt disloyalty, could it also hold the
key to encouraging them not to stray?

Promiscuity pays

It is a buyers’ market out there where price
remains king. In fact, lower prices trump everything else (see chapter 1) and value for money goes
a long way to secure loyalty. And when consumers were asked what retailers could do to improve
their experience, ranking each on a scale of one to
five – one being the most important. Some 86.1%
put lower prices in their top five and more than
half (54.6%) place it first or second.
The words of a young shopper from Birmingham serve as a warning to all that low prices can
be almost too much of a temptation. This has
turned today’s consumers into what some are calling ‘free range shoppers’, happy to switch brands
and channels depending on the best deals. So how
can retailers not only tempt customers to buy but
to keep on buying?

Opportunity knocks

With these results and the focus group comments
in mind, it is easy to see why showrooming is a
concern for many high street retailers; businesses
may well fear their stores could become no more
than a browsing arena for shoppers who then
buy everything from the pure-plays with lower
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Value for money goes a long way to secure loyalty

86.1% of shoppers put lower prices
into their top five ways retailers could improve
their experience

54.6% place it first or second
overheads and cheaper unit prices. The arrival
of pure-plays on the high street, as well as the
innovation being shown by multichannel retailers,
suggests this is more pessimism rather than
possibility. However, retailers should be aware
that consumers are doing their homework
(see box on p18).
One interesting point worth noting from
the focus groups is that shoppers blame the
retailers for their promiscuity. A 45-year-old
female from the Northeast explains: “I do think
companies are more interested in getting new
customers than keeping old ones and shoppers
like me are a product of that. The days when
I’d only buy knickers from M&S because of the
quality are long gone.”

“Money can be tight, so I will
just buy from the retailer
with the smallest price tag.
I used to be a very frequent
Amazon buyer, and The Book
People are great too. I won’t
lie though, if somewhere
is cheaper because they’re
offering free delivery
or a hefty discount, I’ll
always be tempted towards
a new retailer”
Female, 21, Birmingham

Loyalty bonus

Promiscuous shoppers mean more opportunities to poach potentially loyal shoppers from a
rival. Price can offer the bait, but value for
money is also listed in the top five ways that a
retailer can ensure loyalty by 72.7% of shoppers
(see chart 2.2).

Percentage of shoppers that say a loyalty card is the service
that ensures their loyalty more than any other – that’s twice the
number who place value for money top

34.7%
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“I am definitely loyal to certain retailers, the reason for
this is that I know what to expect regarding product choice
and shopping experience; I can guarantee they will have the
sort of thing I am looking for, which saves me time, and I
know that my shopping experience will be a pleasant one.
Another reason that I am loyal to certain retailers is that
if I shop there I will get vouchers to spend on return visits;
this encourages me to come back as it will save me money”
Female, 16, Sheffield

Doing their homework
Some 28% of shoppers use their smartphone for researching a product when out shopping, and a
similar proportion (27.3%) compare prices. However, just 10.6% are buying products on their phone
when out and about.
The results for how shoppers use their tablet show a similar pattern, with ‘researching products’ (16.9%) and
‘comparing prices’ (13.4%) two of the most popular activities – though the percentages are smaller given that
more than half of those surveyed (50.3%) don’t have a tablet, compared with just over a quarter (26.3%) that
don’t own a smartphone.
Buying on a mobile phone or tablet will more likely take place at home than on the go, with 25.6% using their
phone or tablet to buy products from the comfort of their homes.

2.1 What do consumers use their smartphone and tablet
for when out shopping?
l Smartphone l Tablet
28.7%

Locate a store or check store hours

12.1%
28%

Research a product

16.9%
27.3%

Compare prices

13.4%
17.2%

Check product availability online

10.6%
16.7%

Find a coupon/promotion
Check product availability at a nearby store

9.2%
7.7%
10.6%
8.8%
9.1%

Check delivery options
Check gift card values
Emails for returns or service queries
Customer service issues
To engage with retailers’ social media sites
Find product warranty information
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5.7%
8.4%
5.9%
4.8%
4.6%
4.2%
3.3%
3.3%
3.4%
2.6%
2.2%
2.6%
2%

2.2 What are the factors most likely to make consumers stay
loyal to a retailer?
l % of people who rank option in their top five l % of people who rank option as their top choice

61.1%of women say loyalty cards

are one of the top five ways retailers can ensure
their loyalty
This drops to

50.9%among men

Loyalty cards are more important to
younger people when asked what they value
most when it comes to in-store shopping.

72.7%

Value for money

18.8%
56.1%

Loyalty card
Convenience

34.7%
40.7%
8%
40.4%

Quality product
Efficient website

6.7%
37.4%
4.9%
2.1%

Trust in product

2.9%

Replenished stock
Efficient returns
Helpful and knowledgeable staff
Product range

Postal promotions
Personalisation

32%
30%
4.7%
29.9%
1.2%
29.8%
4%
28.4%
7%

Male, 20, London

“I am very loyal to Marks
& Spencer. I have been going
there since I was very young
with my mum. You always
remember the first chocolate
bar or cake you had and
a lot of these experiences
are from M&S”
Male, 26, Leeds

22.1%
0.9%
18.6%
1%
10.3%
1.7%

Online responses

7.4%
0.4%

SMS promotions

6.1%6.1%
0.3%

Social media responses

5.5%5.5%
0.3%

Other

“I wouldn’t say i was
particularly loyal to
certain retailers at all. if
i repeatedly buy from the
same retailer, it is because
they have the best product
in that area. the only time
i can picture myself having
strong loyalty would be if i
had experienced exceptional,
and i’m talking absolutely
exceptional, customer
service, which i have not”

32.4%

Make it easy

Email promotions

13.5%

Buy products
Look up loyalty points

But the story is more complicated. There are
many opportunities for retailers to improve customer experience that can be used to drive loyalty.
The first of these is better loyalty schemes –
56.5% say this is in their top five opportunities for
retailers to improve their experience, with almost
one in five (18.4%) putting it in their top two. Women see this as slightly more important than men
when it comes to their top five (59.7% versus 53.3%).
Additionally, almost half of those surveyed
(49.1%) say a loyalty card is one of the five things
they value most when shopping in store. In fact,
34.7% say it is the most likely service to make
them stay loyal to a brand – double the number
that place value for money as number one.
This highlights a huge opportunity given
the significant amount of people that place it as
their number one choice. At 18.8% as the next
most commonly selected option, value for money
doesn’t come close – which is interesting considering how important price and convenience have
dominated consumer priorities when asked about
other aspects of their shopping behaviour.
More knowledgeable staff (53.3%) and a better
online experience (50.9%) are also important and
are placed in people’s top five, as are easier returns

1.6%
0.8%
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“Some retailers have
websites only, so I am loyal
to them. Other retailers or
supermarkets have both,
so I stay loyal to the brand
rather than choosing the
website or store”
Female, 38, London

“i think it’s typical of
how people shop these days
to go where the cheapest
deal, offers or loyalty
points are. that is what i
tend to do as well”
Female, 29, Bristol

(51.7%) and more flexible delivery (52.8%).
Other critical factors, when it comes to what is
most likely to make people stay loyal to a retailer,
include product quality, convenience (see chapter 3) and an efficient website, whereas activity
on social media and promotions in the post are
less so. The broad spread of services that rank in
customers’ top five for garnering loyalty makes life
difficult for retailers. The mix of offers and services required to attain loyalty is perhaps summed
up by the teenager from Sheffield (quoted, right).

Emotional connection

The focus groups also show that shoppers have
surprisingly little emotional connection with
certain retailers. Comments such as the one on
p19 from a 26-year-old male from Leeds are the
exception rather than the rule. Indeed, a 62-yearold male from London (left), perhaps sums up the
general mood.
Indeed, it comes back to price, or rather value
for money, which much like in the survey, is the
main concern for many in the focus groups. Shoppers do not care whether they are in Waitrose or
Aldi, online or offline, so long as they are getting
a good deal.
However, if there is a loyalty winner, the focus group results suggest it is high street stores
that have their loyalty more often. There are two
principal reasons.
l Firstly, it is easier to compare prices and shop

around online quickly and conveniently prompt-

The percentage of consumers that will buy from an online
retailer if they’ve been loyal to them on the high street

37.8%
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2.3 If a consumer is loyal to
a retailer on the high street
do they tend to buy from
them online too?

Younger generations value email and
SMS promotions more. More of them also
value being personally addressed online: 15.8%
of 18-to-24 year olds put it in their top five values
from an online brand, compared with 7.1% of
35-to-44 year olds and 5.5% of 45-to-54 year olds
(see chapter 5).

“There are some that I
prefer because I know
they are reasonably
priced, easier to get to
and more likely to have
what I want. But loyalty
does not come into it”
Male, 62, London

37.8%

44.8%

l Yes
l No
l Sometimes

17.4%

ing the promiscuity.
l Secondly, the high street stores provide a human-level connection, which is positive so long
as the staff are good (chapter 1).
This second point is where multichannel retailers could have an advantage over their pureplay cousins, with some shoppers connecting with
a brand, regardless of the channel. More than a
third (37.8%) of shoppers say if they are loyal to a
high street retailer they will buy from them online too.
However, 44.8% say they are ‘sometimes’
loyal to a brand across channels and 17.4% never
are (see chart 2.3). The bottom line is that shop-

27.9%of men say an offer sent to their
mobile is one of the top five factors that would
cause them to enter a store spontaneously
This compares to

24.8%of women

pers’ emotional connection with brands is ebbing
away; in fact, the search for deals is now, more
than ever, the emotional connection people have
with shopping. As technology tempts their customers away, the question is whether retailers can
use it to pull them back in and make the whole
shopping experience more personal.

The personal touch

Few would argue that loyalty cards done well
can be a strategic asset. Tesco was one of the
first to cosy up to its customers with its Clubcard,
John Lewis is one of the latest. But those, and
all the others in between, are after one thing –
customer data.
Big data remains big news in retail, with
countless surveys showing that companies want
to collect and combine the information available
to them from the transactions customers make in
store to the messages they post on Facebook. The
end game is a single view of the customer and, in
turn, a more personalised retail experience.
In a Data Management report released
by Retail Week this year, research shows
how retailers are moving from basic and anticipatory analytics to more predictive analysis.
It’s an inexact science, of course, which also
shows retailers treading a fine line between
a personalised approach and verging on the
intrusive. Many argue that big data – in particular the use of personal data – is simply the
modern-day equivalent of good customer

service in the 21st century, with effective usage
engendering trust and respect among customers.
Irrelevant communications, on the other hand,
can alienate them.
A key theme emerging from the discussion
groups on ‘great customer service experiences’ is
the personal touch – chatting with the customer
and giving personal recommendations, for instance, can make for a memorable experience.
Big data allows retailers to achieve this online and
on a massive scale.
However, it seems that customers are not quite
ready to embrace this connection through technology. Promotions sent to their mobiles or emails
don’t seem to have much power over shoppers yet
– though 27.9% of men, when asked to list their
top-five reasons, will be prompted to go into a
store spontaneously if they receive a relevant text
on their phone.
Responses via social media and through the
website are not viewed as key ways to drive loyalty
for people (5.5% and 7.4% respectively select it in
their top five). The personalisation of the shopping experience, whether online or offline, is also
way down the list of priorities (10.3% place it in
their top five).
There could be more potential, however, in
email and SMS promotions, especially if they
are targeted at an individual level (see chapter 5).
This technological personal touch is likely to be
one of the key tactics retailers use to encourage
loyalty online.

“i think old-fashioned good
service is pretty innovative
now, compared to all
the businesses who have
complicated things to the
point that it all seems to
work against the customer
(self-service checkouts that
always have problems, call
centres that send you round
in circles repeating the
same thing to different
people and getting no help).
i am more and more drawn to
retailers who keep it simple
and traditional, with wellinformed and helpful staff”
Female, 43, Glasgow

bt action points
l M
 ake it easy and convenient for your
customers to find what they want at a good
value and they will return.
l S
 cale up personalisation in a big way with
technology such as mobile, CRM and big data.
The key is giving customers a reason to share
their data – will it make my shopping journey
easier and save me money?
l H
 uman touch is essential. Empower staff
with the tools, training and customer insight
to be true brand agents and unleash them
on to the sales floor with mobile technology.
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CHAPTER 3

CONVENIENCE
COUNTS

l	Shopping convenience has been improved by the ability to check stock availability and

prices online
l	Men and women tend to start their shopping journeys in the same way, store first, but the
number of those starting online isn’t far behind
l	A click-and-collect service is a more important attribute to women than men
l	A better online experience rates strongly in ways retailers can improve the customer experience
l	Hidden charges and failure to deliver are among common consumer delivery complaints
l	45.5% of people chose flexible delivery options in the top five of what they value most from
an online retailer
l	People want flexible delivery but are reluctant to pay
l	Location is key in physical retail set-ups with proximity potentially driving loyalty

I

nvestment in mobile and omnichannel are
by far the key business priorities for this
industry, according to retail bosses who
were interviewed for Retail Week’s Retail
2014 report. And why wouldn’t they be? Online
and mobile continue to drive retail growth.
IMRG Capgemini’s November 2013 to
January 2014 report shows m-retail accounted
for almost a third (33%) of online sales; 6% are
via smartphones and 26% on tablets. This share is
up from 27% in the previous quarter. The appetite
to shop online appears insatiable.
So, as businesses do everything they can
to ensure they allow customers to shop what
they want, how they want and when they
want, is the investment all worth it? How can
retailers ensure that convenience is king in a
world where the customer journey is more complicated than ever? And what expectations do customers have when it comes to making their shopping experience convenient – or, as some might
say, seamless?

Percentage of shoppers that say convenience is in their top five
reasons that keeps them loyal to a retailer

40.7%
Because it’s worth it

The IMRG figures suggest that investment in
multichannel retail is certainly worth it. The results of this survey show that the ability to browse
and buy using their mobiles and online shopping
are two of the most significant ways in which attitudes to shopping have changed in the past three
years. This is followed closely by the opportunity
to shop using a tablet computer. Click-and-collect
services are also considered a big change.
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“men tend to be what i call
‘sas-style’ shoppers, meaning
that they try to get in and
out quickly”
Nicola Millard, BT futurologist

50.1%

of women feel free
returns are in their top
five when it comes
to shopping online,
compared with...

3.1 Where do men and women start
their customer journey?
Categories

Men

Women

Contact centre/catalogue

3.4%

2.5%

In store

53.7%

50.8%

Mobile app

5.9%

5.3%

Retailer website

33.7%

38.2%

Social media

1.1%

0.8%

Other

2.2%

2.4%

34.4%

of men

Indeed, the ability to check stock, availability
and prices on retailers’ websites before they even
leave for the high street have also made shopping
a more convenient experience. It’s worth noting
that women are more likely to start their customer journey with this kind of research than
men – 38.2% of women say they look at a retailer’s
website first, while 50.8% go in store; for men, the
figures were 33.7% and 53.7%.
With online featuring as a touch point for so
many customers, retailers have to get their online channel right, of course. Chapter 1 details
the challenges facing multichannel retailers, with
customer experiences offline often different from
those online.
Expectations also change, but consumers
recognise that some retailers have started to prioritise their web stores and offer better products
and prices. More equality between these channels can appeal to customers. “If the store can’t
offer the item at a price near the internet price I
will order online,” says one 37-year-old male from
Sheffield.

“I find that some shops are
poorly stocked compared
with how they used to be
– I have been frustrated
by going shopping for
mainstream DVD titles, for
example, and being unable
to find them in fairly large
shops. This has led me to
reluctantly buy things online
that I wanted to buy in town”
Female, 43, Glasgow
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3.2 What are the key opportunities for retailers to improve
consumers’ customer experience?

3.3 What delivery options will people will pay more for?
Express/next-day delivery

Lower prices

86.1%

More convenient store location
Better loyalty programmes

53.3%

More flexible delivery options

52.8%

Easier returns policy

51.7%

Better online experience

50.9%

Better store design
33.7%

Other

“I think the smartphone app
which scans the barcode of
one item to bring up reviews,
pros and cons, and price
comparisons is an amazing
piece of kit. I think that
something like this has made
it much easier to barter in
the UK”
Male, 37, Sheffield

“I expect less in the way of
service from a retailer’s
website; after all, if I
wanted exceptional service
I would have gone into
the store”
Male, 51, Leeds

“I don’t see how purchasing
an item and it being delivered
is great service – it’s just
what you should expect”
Male, 30, West Midlands

4.4%

Make it easy.com

A better online experience is one of the most important ways that retailers can improve the customer experience – 50.9% put it in their top five.
Digging deeper into ecommerce, when asked
what they value most from an online retailer, almost two thirds (64.6%) put ‘able to find what I
want’ in their top five (see chart 1.7 in chapter 1).
The focus groups also highlight how extensive
ranges online can be a blessing and a curse. A
similar number (64.2%) say ‘ease of ordering’ is in
their top five; in fact almost a quarter (22.4%) say
it is what they value most from an online retailer.
Whether it is bricks-and-mortar or online,
making a shopping experience ‘easy’ is a top five
factor for a third (32.4%) of shoppers when it
comes to loyalty. 40.7% say convenience is in their
top five – behind only loyalty cards and money.

Delivering convenience

For online purchases, there is delivery to consider
too – and that can affect the entire experience.
Focus group discussions around postage and delivery schedules are animated – everything from
hidden charges to a failure deliver were listed
as common complaints.
Shoppers don’t feel the provision of a decent
delivery service is too much to ask – in fact, their
expectations of online service don’t go much be-

(8am–12pm, 12pm-5pm)

Delivery option of three slots per day

(8am–12pm, 12pm-5pm, 5pm–9pm)

* Percentage
of people who
rank option in
their top five

Range dilemma
The wider range of products online can be a
blessing and a curse. Two thirds of shoppers say
finding what they want easily is a top priority.
“Shopping online gives a larger choice of
products – this can be beneficial but can
also overwhelm.”
Female, 29, Bristol

yond this. Only 21.8% rank customer service in
their top five when it comes to what they value
most from an online retailer. Flexible delivery options, however, are chosen by more than double
that – 45.5% – with free returns also featuring in
the top five among 42.4% of respondents.
And because their expectations around
customer service are lower, it makes their expectations of what’s offered in terms of delivery
much higher.
Few want to pay extra for flexible delivery. In
fact, almost half (48.1%) say they won’t pay extra
for any of seven different options (see chart 3.3).
Only 12.5% will pay a premium to get delivery at a
specific hour, and this drops to 6.3% for a delivery
service that offers morning, afternoon and evening choices. What customers are willing to pay for
is express delivery – 34.1% say they will.

IN STORE

ONLINE

l 	45.7% place store location in their top five
l 	Biggest barriers to in-store shopping are travel

l 	64.2% place easy ordering in their top five most

staff availability is a key concern
l 	In-store technology can frustrate customers
and make the experience difficult rather
than easy
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6.3%

valued online
l 	52.8% say flexible deliveries are in their top five
factors that can improve shopping experience
l 	Delivery times should be clear and accurate
l 	Expectations of customer service are low, except
when it comes to delivery – this is where retailers
need to focus

23.6%

6.3%

Delivery option on specific hour

(eg 8am–9am, …, 7pm-8pm etc)

None of the above

consumer expectations
When it comes to an online service
shoppers want an easy-to-use website, good
value and flexible delivery options are the priorities.

23.6%would stop using a retailer that
didn’t offer convenient delivery times

HOW CONVENIENCE COUNTS

(43.2%) and queuing (30.9%)

7%

(8am-5pm)

Delivery option of two slots per day

45.3%say they might
Asked if they would stop using a retailer if
they couldn’t get a purchase delivered at a
convenient time, 23.6% say yes, and 45.3%
say maybe.
The remaining 31.1% say it wouldn’t affect
their purchase decision. However, this could
be a symptom of poor services to date. Retailers therefore need to focus their investment and
efforts on providing f lexible and reliable
delivery services to garner loyalty. It is worth
noting that one in f ive (19.7%) use their
mobiles and tablets at home to check delivery
options.

Delivery vS pick up

l 	Stock availability is among top five values, but

13.1%

Delivery option of specific day

43.6%

Easier to contact for customer service

15.2%

Sunday delivery

56.5%

More knowledgeable store staff

34.1%

Saturday delivery

67%

3.4 Would it stop consumers
shopping with a particular
retailer if they couldn’t get
a purchase delivered at a
convenient time?

Shoppers appear to have lost confidence in
couriers, but click-and-collect is offering a neat
way to sidestep them. This is the speed of online
shopping combined with delivery on their terms.
The service has clearly changed the way people
shop. More than a third (38.4%) say it is one of
the top three changes in their shopping experience in the past three years. Perhaps surprisingly, however, it doesn’t feature very high up on
the things they value most from either online
or offline retailers. This could be because the
services are still fairly new. Retailers should

12.5%

*Respondents
asked to pick
as many options
that apply

45.3%

l Yes
l No
l Maybe

48.1%

31.1%

3.5 What puts people off shopping online?
When it comes to what puts people off shopping online, only a slow website and the fact they want to experience
the product first rank higher than inconvenient delivery times
l % of people who rank reason in their top five l % of people who rank reason first or second
50.1%

Want to see product

22.4%
49.2%

Slow website

19.5%
46.9%

Inconvenient delivery

15.3%

Security

15.1%

46.3%

44%

Prefer visiting a store

30.6%
41.8%

Not enough information

12.9%
36.8%

Difficult to compare

12.5%
34.9%

Too many choices

15.4%
32.3%

Difficult to find product
No advice/interaction in person
Problems with payment details
No social interaction
No 3G on tablet

12.4%
24.9%
5.5%
24.5%
4.9%
18.2%
6.4%
16.7%
5%
14.5%
12.3%

Other
Problems getting online
Don’t own a computer/mobile device

13.2%
6.5%
6.3%
3.8%
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3.6 How often do consumers
use click-and-collect services?

3.7 Which age group most
values click-and-collect?
Results are based on what people value most in
their top five from in-store retailers

1.4% 3.8%

10%
25.4%
11.8%
25%

“I don’t have loyalty but I do
suffer from being lazy. I quite
often use the same shops, but
this is not through loyalty,
it’s because they are the
closest”
Male, 30, Birmingham

“I’m quite loyal to Debenhams
because they have a good
stock of gifts that suit
everyone and frankly there
is no competition where
we live”
Female, 66, Cambridge

22.6%

l More often than

once a week
l Weekly
l Several times
a month
l Once a month
l Less than once
a month
l Rarely
l Never

Click-and-collect has had a bigger impact
on the shopping experience for women
than men

41.9%of women say it is one of the three
factors that has changed their experience most...
compared with

34.8% of men

note the general antipathy customers have
towards couriers – this is most evident in
the middle-aged groups, with inconvenient
delivery options one of the main reasons that
puts them off buying online (see chapter 5). Retailers with physical stores will take heart from
the support for the click-and-collect model,
which offers satisfaction for the customer combined with lower cost for the retailer.
For retailers, click-and-collect can mean
lower overheads and that it is easier to ensure
a high level of customer satisfaction because
there is no middle man. It also brings customers in store, providing the chance for upselling.
Opportunities here will depend on the customer and the shop – some will want easy access
but others might enjoy a browse before they
collect their items; relevant offers could even
be targeted at these customers on arrival in
store. Segmenting customers into smaller
groups will become increasingly important
as retailers bid to personalise the multichannel
experience.

Location, location, location

Of course, when considering click-and-collect the
proximity of the store is a key ingredient. In fact,
a store close by can actually encourage loyalty by
default. More than two thirds of those surveyed
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18–24

24.3%

25-34

28.1%

35-44
45-54
55+

19.1%
13.8%
11.4%

Closer than close
l 	While online retailers are trying to get up close
and personal with their customers, proximity
can drive loyalty in store too.
l 	Some 45.7% of shoppers say store location is
in the top five of things they value most when
shopping in store. When asked what the key
opportunities for retailers to improve their
customer experience are, 67% put ‘convenient
store location’ in their top five. The focus groups
reinforce this focus on convenience.

say a convenient location is one of the most important ways that retailers can improve their shopping experience – it ranks in 67% of people’s top
five reasons. The roll-out of small store formats
seen by the likes of Topps Tiles and DFS and, of
course, the supermarkets continuously expanding their convenience store formats is testament
to retailers’ growing appreciation of this. The key
for retailers will be in working out how to utilise digital tools to help offer customers a large
range in small stores. Once again it comes back to
the need for retailers to deliver the multichannel
experience.

bt action points
l S
 tart by defining what good looks like
for your customers’ shopping journey. And
use this to inform your strategy around
‘anytime anywhere’ stock, click-and-collect
and delivery options .
l B
 e sure to plan robust and scalable processes
and operations as failure to deliver on a
promise is a major turn-off for customers.

CHAPTER 4

WHAT LIES BENEATH:
CONSUMER PSYCHOLOGY

Shopping preferences What drives consumers to shop online or in store?
l	Many of the fundamentals of consumer shopping behaviour are unchanged

41.5% of the 2,000 people surveyed describe their shopping behaviour as mostly in store, while 29% say it’s mostly online. When it comes to consumers’ preferences of
whether they hit the high street or boot up, recurring motives behind shopping behaviour continue to crop up.

l	Fulfilling their needs is at the heart of how consumers buy products

What do you enjoy about
shopping in store?

l	A significant degree of online consumption is interconnected with offline behaviour
l	The preference for buying online or in store is driven by a number of dominant

The in-depth consumer interviews carried
out for this report reveal that a level of
human contact is just one of the key emotional ties to shopping
in store. While the gut feel associated with touching and holding
a product is often referred to as a valued physical shopping
ability, other factors such as being able to support the high
street, shop assistants and a perception of ethics also appear
to play a part, as these consumer comments reveal:

emotions and mindsets
l	Developments in responsive retail are likely to change shopping in the future
l	Ensuring communications address consumers’ states of mind can create opportunities
for retailers
l	Retailers should be reachable across channels to ensure meaningful relationships
with customers

E

ver since shoppers had their first
taste of ecommerce they have never
looked back. The convenience that
online retail offers brings with it everstifling expectations.
Technology, and more specifically mobile
technology, has changed the way that people consume. Whether it is products, services or news, people expect to be able to
access what they want, when they want, how
they want – and retail is no different. As
such, the retailers winning out against the competition are those that are ahead of the curve in
identifying what consumers want and need – and
that involves exploring how their customers are
thinking – and facilitating those desires before
shoppers have to ask for them.
To help retailers understand the thought processes behind the ways people are shopping in a
constantly changing landscape, it is important
to hold a magnifying glass to the psychology
behind what shoppers think and how they act. For
instance, why do some people prefer to shop online
while others head in store?

Despite ongoing developments in technology and the ways people can, and are, shopping,
psychologists assert that many of the fundamentals of consumer behaviour in relation to shopping are unchanged since before the advent of
consumerism.
Regardless of what they are buying, consumers purchase products to fulfil their ‘needs’ –
whether those needs are real or perceived.
In many shopping categories, consumers are
very aware of the need they are fulfilling at the
time of purchase – for instance, food to eat or
light bulbs to light the house. However, when it
comes to choosing one product in a category over
another, or indeed in some luxury or discretionary categories, the thought processes behind the
selection can be more complex. In many instances
shoppers are not consciously aware of what is
motivating their intention to purchase a specific
product, or why they tend to choose one brand
over another.
Although this process can be instinctive rather
than planned, the changes in the mechanisms by
which consumers shop today are in many ways

“This is going to sound a little weird but sometimes it’s
just to get out of the house, away from everybody. It’s my
time and I feel like I’m not being pushed from pillar to post.
Some retail therapy does you good, especially if I’m with
my best friend.” Female, 46, Swansea

unrecognisable from those of years gone by and so
what consumers are doing today is differing too.

The psychology behind the changes

“I also like to be able to interact with staff in store – especially
local/independent stores – and places where I know I can get
good advice about a particular product without bias towards
a specific brand.”
Female, 29, Bristol

As the results of this report reveal, the means
by which consumers are shopping are changing
and, in many ways, radically. But, fundamentally, are the priorities of consumers different
to what they were before the advent of digital, internet and mobile shopping? Psychologists assert that the answer to this question is
probably not.
Just as before, consumers look to buy products that:
l Fulfil a functional need they have identified
(real or perceived), consciously or subconsciously
l Are of sufficient value for money, with ‘sufficient value’ variable dependent on consumers’
situations
l Are of sufficient quality, as judged by their own
previous experience and the experiences of other
users and experts
l Match consumers’ images of themselves
l Are easy to buy

“I also like the fact that by shopping in store, I am supporting
shops with paid staff, rather than giving my money to
websites with low overheads. I like being able to see shops on
the high street and believe that shops are often run in a more
ethical way than online businesses.”
Female, 43, Glasgow
“I always reject offers to guide me through the automatic
checkout in supermarkets. I used them once or twice and
felt as if I was doing somebody out of a job. Never again!”
Female, 66, Cambridge
“Although I like the fantastic choice offered by buying
things over the internet, shopping in store is a more
social way of purchasing things and is a chance to get
out with family.” Male, 51, Leeds

“Especially when buying more expensive items, I can
ask a shop assistant for help in case I have any questions.
I like the customer service in certain shops, it just makes
a really enjoyable shopping experience and it makes me
feel special.”
Female, 38, London

How consumers are shopping today
telephone, in store.
l 	Using retail spaces to showroom (recce, get advice,
and see and feel products) before going online to
buy at the most competitive price.
l 	Making use of online resources while in store via
mobile to access information, reviews and prices.
l 	Using online price-comparison sites to find the
most competitive price for a product or service
they have decided to purchase.
l 	Using online review sites carrying reviews from
both experts and previous customers of the
product or service they are researching.
l 	Maximising their convenience – for example,
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restricting their search to one trusted online
retailer, where payment and delivery details are
already stored, so being provided with a simple and
easy process.
l 	Maximising their rewards – for instance, shopping
in a store or using a payment card whose reward or
loyalty system they are engaged with.
l 	Responding to advertising, which has made them
aware of products and services, highlighting their
experiential or reputational benefits.
l 	Sharing their experiences of retailers, products
and services via various channels, including social
media, and getting recommendations via the
same channels.

While online and mobile consumption are on
everybody’s agenda these days, retailers need
to remember that they remain just a proportion
of all retail consumption in the UK.
More importantly still, a large proportion of
online consumption is interconnected with
offline behaviour – whether that is exposure to
offline advertising, showrooming, or discussing
product and service benefits with real people,
beyond the computer.
The customer shopping journey is more
complicated than it has ever been, with many
consumers combining both online browsing
and buying in store.

“There’s a different atmosphere shopping in store compared
with shopping online. It’s great shopping with friends and they
make it more enjoyable.”
Female, 18, Birmingham

Source: Retail Week

l 	Shopping using multiple channels – online, mobile,

“The thrill of finding a bargain and the atmosphere,
especially around Christmas time.”
Male, 26, Leeds

Why do you enjoy being able to shop online?
Price comparison opportunities, bargain hunting, browsing a
greater product range and convenient delivery options are just
some of the reasons consumers credit with their enjoyment of
shopping online. Predominantly the comfort of being able to shop from wherever
they please and at times that suit their schedule, while avoiding crowds, dominated
people’s responses.

“I really love that you don’t have to leave the house, or can shop on the go rather
than taking out hours or even a day or two.”
Male, 25, Newcastle
“Most of all I like the ease of shopping online, it allows you to sit in the comfort
of your home and browse through products when you aren’t busy. Going into a
shop in comparison would require me to set aside some time to get into town,
find and pay for somewhere to park, and all just to look through a smaller number
of shops than I could have done online.”
Male, 22, Birmingham
“I like the fact I can do it at a time that suits me. I like the choice available
that is not there on the high street. I like the fact I can dip in and out of it
when I please.” Female, 45, Newcastle

“I think the best thing I enjoy is being able to have the goods delivered and not
worrying about getting them all home – your full day’s shopping – and getting
them in the house. You can have them delivered on different days and right to your
doorstep unless, of course, you have everything delivered to work like I do.”
Female, 33, Manchester
“I like shopping online as it is convenient. There are no travel costs, parking
issues, crowds of people, and I can do it any time – day or night – even when
physical shops are closed. There is also the added advantage that I can escape
the weather – so if it is rainy, I can stay dry. Shopping online also provides for
an easy comparison of prices across different retailers, helping me to ensure
that I am getting the best deal.”
Male, 43, London
“Online shopping can be relaxing as you can do it from your armchair and
even while away a rainy day that way. It can also be rather exciting waiting
for the postman to arrive, or even better if you’ve forgotten you’ve ordered
something. Or you can browse online, order something and then use a collectin-store service – it can be very time-saving. And some of the online sites can
be brilliant, such as Amazon, who are speedy at delivery, trustworthy and
reliable, plus so convenient with returns – you can even send back through
local convenience shops.” Female, 56, Plymouth

“I do not enjoy shopping in store as it entails travel and hordes of other people.
Hence I always shop online.”
Male, 73, London
“I enjoy the convenience of being able to order things whenever and wherever.
I’ve done internet shopping on my lunch break or on the sofa. The best instance of
convenience was doing the big grocery shop on the last day of our summer holiday so
that we wouldn’t have to go to the shops when we’d got home and were unpacking.”
Male, 37, Sheffield
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“i use my mobile phone countless times a day to research
products and services. the phone is small, quick and discreet,
so i can look something up in seconds when i’m at work. it
doesn’t interrupt the workflow and puts my mind at rest.
for example, if i want steak for dinner i’ll check which
supermarkets have offers before I nip out”
Female, 66, Cambridge

Female, 46, Swansea

“i prefer to visit a store if i
am short on time and i need
something in a hurry. this
could be for any number of
reasons, such as the item
being required for a gift
(and there being no time to
return unsuitable items
bought online)”
Male, 43, London

the final purchase
Where consumers start their
journey with online browsing, but
then head in store to make the final
purchase, this behaviour is driven by a range of
reasons, including the category of product that is
being bought and general shopping environment
preferences. In-depth consumer interviews
highlight the following examples of why online
research turns to a visit in store to purchase:
l 	Desire to check the items for suitability and

damages – particularly with home and DIY
and big-ticket items such as washing machines,
fridges and furniture
l 	Enjoyment of interaction with sales
assistants
l 	Avoidance of substantial delivery charges and
having to wait for delivery
l 	Preference to price-compare online but make
final selection in store
l 	For clothing, the ability to try items on is
important
Source: Retail Week

While the motives to buy may remain the
same, the channels to buy are evolving and consumers are making decisions about where they
prefer to shop, prompting the question, what
drives them to shop via specific channels?

Future thinking

If drivers to purchase are the same as ever, even
if they are communicated by different channels,
one of the most significant changes now and
looking ahead is that technology is enabling
retail environments – both offline and online –
that are more responsive to consumers’ states
and mindsets. The more responsive a retail
space is to its customers’ needs, states and mindsets, the easier the shopping experience will be
for customers.
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Retailer communications:
time pressure and focus

Among the drivers of consumer behaviour are time
pressure and focus, which when taken into account,
can help retailers with the ways they communicate
with their customers (see chart 4.1, a model of consumer behaviour by i2 Media Research).
Researchers have developed an interesting
model of consumer behaviour, which applies to
both physical and online retail environments,
and also retailers with a multichannel offer. The
model recognises that at any point in time consumers can vary in how much time pressure they
perceive themselves to be under, and how focused
they are on their task at hand.
For example, a consumer may perceive themselves to be very time pressured: “I’m late to catch
my train”, and also be very focused: “I must pick
up some flowers to take the host to whose house I
am travelling by train.” The same consumer may
at other times be time-pressured and unfocused:
“I must buy something quickly from the airport
to take home for the kids, but haven’t a clue what
to buy,” or not time-pressured and unfocused – “I
am relaxing with a friend over a coffee on the high
street” – or without time pressure and focused: “I
am going to take the day to refresh my summer
wardrobe at the shopping centre.”
Depending on these different situations and
people’s different states of mind, how receptive
they are to commercial messages – through, for
instance, advertising in store and on the high
street – can vary. As a result, retailers need to make
sure that their communications to consumers are
noticeable enough to impact consumers’ behaviour.
Ensuring that their communications take
account of consumers’ states of mind can be an
opportunity for retailers looking ahead.
In fact, audience engagement specialist Exterion Media, has carried out research that identifies that an open mindset is a state where consumers are most receptive to outdoor advertising. In

4.1 Time pressure by focus model of consumer behaviour**
In a panic
Scanning everything

Perceived time pressure: high

“Push me
anything”

Focus/targeted: low

On a mission
Fast, blinkered
“I just
need X”

Ads need to be
least salient

Ads need to be
most salient

Passing the time
Scanning some things
© 2002-2014 i2 Media Research

“i think it all depends on
how much time you have. if i
have a couple of days or need
something that day then i will
go to the shops – emergency
birthdays or family occasions
that i might have completely
forgotten about. at other
times i might pop into a store
if i have heard there is a
bargain and the price is going
to go back up in a day or two”

Focus/targeted: high
With a plan
Focused, relaxed

“I am
exploring”

“Immerse
me in X”
Perceived time pressure: low

customer service, return a product and so on. In
consumers’ minds, a product or service provider
exists as an entity, with multiple contact channels
– not as discreet silos of entities where the channel
on which the purchase was made needs to remain
the communications channel going forward.
Other, perhaps less obvious aspects of consistency, relate to transparency on service and pricing
available via different channels, and consistency
in tone of voice and brand communications across
different channels.
What is the underlying psychological basis for
consistency? Just as real people can be reached on
different channels such as phone, email, Twitter,
Facebook or by letter, so too should retailers. To
have meaningful relationships with customers,
retailers should ensure they have a unified identity, reachable across different channels.

Looking ahead: responsive retail
March 2014, research company i2 Media Research
went on to obtain independent scientific evidence
for its state model (above). i2 Media Research
developed an abstract controlled lab-based
consumer psychology experiment to show that
consumers’ ability to recall background stimuli
presented to them during an experimental task
vary depending on which time pressure, by focus
quadrant, consumers in the study are assigned to.
State was manipulated by the instructions given
to participants in the lab-based study.
The results of the model and the study reveal
that marketers and retailers will have more success
in communicating with, and selling to, consumers
if they adapt the relevance and form of their communications and message to customers depending
on an understanding of their needs and the shopper’s state as it varies throughout the day.
Fortunately new and emerging technologies
are enabling the ability to do this more elegantly
and effectively than ever.

Retail’s future: Connected, coherent
and responsive

Having acknowledged that consumers are engaging with retail across more channels, but that their
fundamental needs are generally unchanged,
how should retailers react? How can retail innovate in its response to changing consumer behaviour enabled by technical innovation? A couple
of key implications are presented below.

Consistent user experience across
channels

Firstly, consumers should be able to expect a
consistent and coherent experience across channels. This has implications from the obvious to
the more innovative.
On the obvious side, customers should be able
to communicate across channels. A customer who
makes a purchase online or via telephone should
be able to visit the bricks-and-mortar store of
the product or service provider to seek support,

Over the past couple of years, for the first time,
sensors and technologies are available to infer
consumer state and goals in real time in retail
spaces. We have already seen examples of simple
real-time inference of customer sex and age to
target digital advertising in Tesco forecourts, but
this is just the start.
New technologies are emerging to track
customer location and movement around store,
using, for instance, wi-fi, NFC or iBeacon. On the
basis of accurate in-store location, a whole range
of communication opportunities present themselves. Real-time analysis in store of individual
and grouped customer behaviour, such as movement and dwell spots, can be used to infer, for
example, on an individual customer basis, which
products the customer is most tempted by or most
interested in. Potential interventions which can
then be triggered may range, for example, from
real-time discount offers to the customer’s mobile
device, to alerts to retail staff to attend to the customer and help with their purchase.
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“sometimes i will just use the online stores
to see what stock or products are available,
then visit the store to make my purchase.
if there is a large delivery charge i would
definitely do this, as i would if i needed the
item sooner rather than later”
Female, 21, Birmingham

what’s in store?

While this talk of emotionally intelligent retail
spaces may sound futuristic, it is not science fiction. The technologies exist today to deliver most
of these consumer benefits in wi-fi-enabled
hybrid digital-physical retail environments.
Although the challenges of implementing such
a system alongside legacy back-office systems
are not trivial, it is likely that big benefits will
flow to retailers who take on the challenge.
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notes on the schematic

4.2 Schematic of ‘emotionally intelligent’ retail environments

First, the potential customer enters the store. If they have opted in to share
data with the system, they can be identified automatically via their smartphone.
The system then activates their profile and uses sensors built into the store.
For instance, real-time emotional facial expression analysis of video data,
movement around the store, proximity and duration by different products, to
make an inference about the customer’s state, interest and objective. Take, for
example, a customer who spends a long time apparently interested by a specific
jacket. Recognising the customer’s interest in the jacket, and knowing from the
their profile that they are most responsive to discount offers, the system then
generates a price offer delivered direct to them on their smartphone as they are
standing by the jacket.

Potential
customer

Convenience and time saving through guiding consumers to products that:
l 	Fit: based on stored profile of waist/leg measurement and so on,
for trousers
l Match preferences: stated or inferred needs as stored on profile
l Popularity: items that have social recommendation

Explicit and
implicit responses
sensed

Enhancing appeal of particular products, for example, by:
l 	Providing personalised incentives to purchase at appropriate points in the
shopping experience
l 	Basing design on responsive retail pre-testing: using implicit subconscious
measures

User model
(preferences,
relevant
behaviours, social
graph)

Increasing confidence in products, for example, by:
l Allowing virtual try-on: using visual, avatar-based mobile apps
l Recommendation tools
l 	Highlighting personally relevant considerations, such as ethical production,
via video or augmented reality
Providing an appealing and rewarding experience, for example, by:
l Delivering rewards
l Entice/tease: creating emotional environments
l Managing emotional experience, for instance, through lighting and music
l Make the consumer feel special and like a VIP by recognising them

Consumers
as internet
objects, carrying
rich metadata
via profiles

Appropriate/targeted
experience and offers

This concept of Emotionally Intelligent Retail Environments is included by i2 Media
Research in a collaborative Technology Strategy Board project on connected retail
via the Internet of Things. The potential consumer benefits offered by responsive
retail environments were found to be:

© 2002-2014 i2 Media Research

When location tracking is coupled with realtime inferences on customers’ emotional states
and responses to products they are near, another
palette of opportunities presents itself. These
opportunities range from use of the system as
a real-time research tool, for example, to gauge
customer response to different product offerings and different environmental characteristics of the space, to closed-loop solutions, which
adapt aspects of the environment in response to
consumer reactions.
This area of retail is gaining traction. For
example, Emotient, an authority on facial expression recognition and analysis technologies, has
been in the news recently after obtaining a large
round of funding to help them address the challenge of reading customers’ emotions in store.
Real-time information on customer interest,
engagement and mood can be used intelligently
to optimise customer experience – driving, for
example, variations in lighting and music in store
to keep as many customers as possible in an optimal state of engagement and arousal for shopping.
One way of referring to responsive retail environments such as these is via ‘emotionally intelligent’ retail environments. Owing to their ability
to sense and respond intelligently to consumers’
states, the environments can be thought of as
showing emotional intelligence. (See diagram
4.2 on p33 showing the flow of an emotionally
intelligent retail environment.)

*This chapter was supplied by Professor Jonathan
Freeman, professor of psychology, Department of
Psychology, Goldsmiths University of London, and
managing director of i2 Media Research.

Emotionally
intelligent retail
environment

** i2 Media Research has conducted several projects
for retailers and been involved in the European
Commission’s Future and Emerging Technologies
group. As a result, i2 Media Research developed
this model of consumer behaviour.

Via sensors in
retail environment, eg.
cameras, facial expression,
voice characteristics, store
movement (proximity/
duration by product)

bt action points
l W
 hy people shop has not changed greatly

User state and
contextualised goal/
response inferred/
understood

Contextualised
metadata added
to user profile
at consumer
discretion

While the fundamentals behind consumer
thought processes and needs may remain
unchanged, the ways that they are engaging
with retailers across multiple channels is
evolving. Retailers would do well to embrace
the opportunities that innovations in understanding the psychology of shopping can bring,
helping them to stay one step ahead as they
stride out into the future.

Internet of things
(environment and
product)

User
state

Retail
mode

over the years; consumers are value sensitive,
goal directed and needs driven – but be
aware of the fact that how people shop has
fundamentally shifted.
l 	Consumers expect a consistent and coherent
experience across channels. This means that
brands need the ability to communicate across
multiple channels as well as providing more
transparency on service and pricing.
l 	Single view of product, customer stock and
order is vital to be able to provide a seamless
customer experience of your brand. And to
provide your staff with the insight into your
customers. This must be a high focus in your
future plans.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERATIONAL
DIFFERENCES

l	The importance of price varies depending on age group
l	Younger generations are more familiar with technology than older generations and more

of them say a better online experience is the best opportunity for retailers to improve their
customer experience
l	A third of shoppers now start their journey online – regardless of age
l	The factors shoppers value most from their online experience differs little across age groups
l	About 50% of those surveyed in the 25-to-54 demographic are put off online shopping by
inconvenient delivery times

W

ith the retail landscape of today
unrecognisable from that of
yesterday, it’s hard to predict what
to expect tomorrow. No doubt
it will be dynamic and exciting, building on
positive foundations. Today retailers have good
reason to be cheery, albeit not ecstatic, with
consumers expressing plenty of satisfaction when
it comes to their shopping experiences. More
than two thirds say their shopping experiences
are ‘good’ or ‘very good’, but just over a fifth
(21.3%) say it is ‘average’. Only 3.1% say it was
‘outstanding’.
So, the question is, how can retailers
shift more of the 44.4% of ‘goods’ into ‘very
goods’ and more of the 28.1% of ‘very goods’ into
‘outstanding’?
To answer this, it is important to consider
the differences between how the generations are
shopping, as well as touching on the expectations
of tomorrow’s shopper and what retailers need to
do to meet those expectations. From the results
of this survey and consumer interviews, some
common themes have emerged that provide insight into tomorrow’s consumer, and how their
attitudes differ from those of older generations
of shoppers.

Price and convenience

The recession has turned shoppers into
savvy bargain hunters. Consumers’ need to
feel that they are getting those deals is unlikely
t o w a ne a ny t i me so on. R e t a i ler s w i l l
therefore need to ensure they do not alienate
potentially loyal shoppers with mismatched
pricing strategies in different channels.
However, price changes in importance terms
depending on age. Younger shoppers still rate
lower prices and convenience as the most
important way retailers can improve their experience, but after that their focus is on a better
online experience.
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Safer in store
One in four (24.5%) shoppers say difficulties
with payment methods are one of the top five
reasons they won’t buy online. In terms of
demographics, payment difficulties feature at
between 20% and 30% in the top five for each
age group. Indeed, retailers still have much to do
to ensure this process is easy for customers and
reassure them that it is safe.

“I wouldn’t say I use my
phone very often to buy
products because I am
still wary about putting
any bank details into
a browser”
Female, 20, Plymouth

Taste for technology

Younger generations are more familiar with
technology and more of them say a better online
experience is the best opportunity for retailers
to improve their customer experience (63.8% of
consumers aged 18 to 24 put it in their top five).
It is perhaps no surprise the younger generation
is more familiar with the technology available and
value online shopping most, but a third of shoppers
now start their journey online – regardless of age.
The factors shoppers value most from their online
experience also differs little across the age groups,
with price, ease of ordering and the ability to find
what they want featuring as popular priorities.

Service delivery

There is little doubt that customer service and the
experience in store can improve, and it will have to
if retailers are to survive as more and more people
shop online. What will be particularly difficult for
multichannel retailers to juggle is to align the experience customers get in store with that online.
When they shop online, however, customers do not
Retailers have to work hard on delivery,
especially when it comes to middle-aged
customers who are at work and less flexible. About
50% of those surveyed in the 25-to-54 demographic
say inconvenient delivery times is one of the top five
reasons that they are put off shopping online.
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5.1 How do consumers of different age groups rate their shopping experiences in the UK?

5.3 How do different age groups best describe their shopping behaviour?
3.9% 1.2%

1.2%

5.1%

1.5%

0.6%
2.3%

17.7%

15.7%

0.8%

4.6%

16.4%
30.8%

27.6%

0.5% 1.4%
2.4%

2.3%

3.1%

33.4%

36.1%

0.4% 1.8%

3.4%

20.1%

23.1%

27.9%

4%

45.5%

47.8%

18-24
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

37.6%

18%

14.8%
46.4%

25-34

55+

3.3%

3.5%

17.6%

54.6%
20.7%

25.7%

30.4%

33.1%

44.7%

3.1%

3.8%

32.9%
20.3%

2.5%

4%

6.3%

33.6%

19.5%

3.8%

3.9%

6.1%

37.8%
43.4%

38.4%

2.4%

5.2%

35-44

45-54

55+

l Shop mostly in store l Shop mostly online l Research online, then buy in store l Research in store, then buy online
l Shop mostly online, then collect in store l Other

l Outstanding l Very good l Good l Average l Not good l Very poor

5.4 How do different age groups start their shopping journey?
“One of the most innovative
things I have seen is
contactless technology –
straight up to the counter,
scan your phone and away
you go”
Female, 46, Swansea

5.2 some differing priorities
between age groups
Age group
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55+
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Priority
63.8% say a better online
experience is in the top five
opportunities for retailers to
improve their customer experience
61.4% say flexible deliveries
are in the top five
opportunities for retailers to
improve their customer experience
57.2% say easier returns
are in the top five
opportunities for retailers to
improve their customer experience
60.7% say better loyalty
schemes are in the top five
opportunities for retailers to
improve their customer experience
62.7% say knowledgeable
staff are in the top five
opportunities for retailers to
improve their customer experience

want the earth – they just want good prices, an easyto-use website and delivery on time. The roll-out of
click-and-collect could win more loyalty as shoppers become increasingly frustrated with couriers.

In touch with in store

Shoppers can find websites overwhelming
and many enjoy the in-store experience, especially
if there are staff available to provide assistance.
The in-depth consumer interviews reveal that
helpful staff is an important factor for all age
groups. This could open the door to more interactive shops with limited ranges but helpful staff
on hand to show customers what is stocked.
For fashion retailers, the advance of technology, such as virtual fitting rooms, could be critical
given the number of people that travel to the high
street so they can try things on. Electrical stores
will have to think very carefully about the ‘live’
products they have in their smaller stores should
customers come in to try before they buy.

Up close and personal

Personalisation could come in to play here, with
services such as those that allow customers to
check online whether a product is available to try
at a local store. To maximise convenience, retailers could offer services that ensure the item can be
in store within 24 hours on request, for instance.
Younger people are more receptive to promotions
sent by text and email, and also value personalisation of the online experience more (see chart 5.5).

Old habits die hard

Retailers would do well to ensure the older generation joins them on this personalised multichannel
journey. These are not all silver surfers and they
have money to spend. However, their experience
of shopping in the UK is less positive than those of
the younger generation. This is perhaps a sign of
traditional customer service levels falling and the
use of more technology to enhance convenience.

Younger people are more receptive to
promotions sent by text and email, and
also value personalisation of the online experience
more then the other generations. It’s definitely
an opportunity for retailers if done well. BT
futurologist Nicola Millard explains:
“This personalised marketing is like someone
following you down the high street and tapping
you on the shoulder. If it’s a friend and someone
you trust then you’ll turn around and listen.”

0.9% 2.1%
3.1%

1.4% 3.5%
1.1%

35.9%

36.8%

1.9%
0.8%

36.8%

47.5%

10.3%

2.5%

33.5%

49.2%

60.4%

55.1%

7.1%

0.7%

1.8%

18-24

25-34

2%

3.4%
0%

36.9%

47.8%

9.6%

3.5%
0.2%

4.2%

35-44

45-54

55+

l Contact centre/catalogue l In store l Mobile app l Retailer website l Social media l Other

Through the ages

Retailers will be pleased to hear that the values of consumers are, by and large, the same
through the age demographics, but digging
deeper into the research shows there are some
age-specific learnings.
For instance, price and convenient store location are key opportunities for retailers to improve
customer experience – in every age group they are
in the top three most popular choices. Look beyond
those two elements and demands become more
age dependent. For instance, the older generation
tends to shop in store while younger shoppers are
converting more to online.
Younger people are more reliant on mobile
apps, but a third of customers now start their
journey on a retailer’s website regardless of age.
The look of the website, and whether it is mobile
optimised, appeals more to those under the age of
35. Younger shoppers are also much more receptive
to email or SMS promotions.
The differences between how and where
the generations shop are not as pronounced
as one might expect. While younger shoppers
want a better online experience, the shopping
journey now starts online for a third of shoppers,
regardless of age.
Online, all the generations value price, ease of

ordering and being able to find what they want.
With retail continuing to evolve at an unrelenting
pace, it is hard to forecast how consumers of all
ages will be shopping even in just a few years. To
capture and retain loyalty across the generations,
retailers would do well to focus on delivering consistent high standards across the shopping channels, satisfying everyone – from the seasoned sofa
dweller to the high street loyalist.

5.5 What do different age groups value online?
l 18-24 l 25-34 l 35-44 l 45-54 l 55+
15.8%
10.3%

Being personally addressed online

7.1%
5.5%
3.7%
17.4%
17.8%
17.9%

Website look and design

14.2%
11%
9%
10.3%

Mobile-optimised site

68%
2.6%
0.5%

bt action points
l B
 e in no doubt that both technology capabilities
and consumer expectations will continue to
change at a fast pace.

l 	Plan for this and be prepared to be agile

and to ‘fast fail’ or ‘fast scale’ new ideas to
stay competitive.

10.4%
12.3%
10.8%

Personally targeted email offers and
promotions

8.3%
5.4%

Personally targeted SMS offers and
promotions

5.4%
7.2%
3.2%
1.3%
1.2%

* Percentage
of people who
rank option in
their top five
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSION: the
ever-evolving needs
of the consumer
A

s 2014’s consumer is demanding
more than ever from retailers, tomorrow’s shopper’s expectations will be
even greater. The time is now for
organisations to make the most of the data and
consumer insight opportunities available to them,
and ensure they are ahead of the curve in evolving
in advance of consumer demand.
The customer journey has become complicated. Shoppers are buying online and in store,
at home and on the go. This multichannel experience is hard to manage and so are the customer’s
expectations of it. This is a time of change for
both shoppers and retailers.
The most obvious, but perhaps not surprising finding, from this survey of 2,000 shoppers
plus the feedback from in-depth interviews with
a wide spectrum of today’s shoppers, is that
price and value for money are high on the priority list for the vast majority of consumers. These
are challenging times for shoppers, so they are
constantly on the lookout for the best deal. This,
at times, has affected their loyalty to even their
favourite brands.
Just behind price sits convenience. Whether
they are online or in the store, customers want
retailers to make life easy for them. Online
this can be as simple as ensuring that the
website is user friendly and the products they
buy turn up on time. Click-and-collect is having
a big impact on the way people shop, not least
because it allows shoppers to sidestep couriers and what they see as inflexible or expensive
delivery services.
In store there is a more complicated mix of
expectations, involving the store’s location, the
staff, loyalty schemes and range. There is recognition of the impact online shopping is having on
the UK’s high streets, but shoppers are, by and
large, still wanting to shop in stores too. They like
the interaction with both the people and the products, although this can depend on the category.

seeking value in store

However, when it comes to service in store many
feel they are not getting value for money. There is
a suspicion that new store technology has resulted
in staff being cut; this is making the shop less
convenient, with staff availability a key concern.
Retailers must not forget that good shopping
experiences live long in the mind, and are one of
the most effective ways of winning loyalty.
But, armed with technology, shoppers
are likely to check they are getting a good deal
even when shopping at their favourite stores.
As one 43-year-old male from London says:
“I am loyal to a retailer if I believe I can consistently expect good quality and good service. I am
also price conscious, so I will shop around
to ensure I am getting a good deal.”
Value for money and a convenient experience
are what shoppers are asking for. This might be
easier said than done in a multichannel retail
environment, but there are retailers showing
what can be done. Let’s also not forget that of
the 2,000 consumers polled, almost three quarters (72.5%) give UK retailers a ‘very good’ or
‘good’ in the experiences they offer.
However, this repor t has show n that
consumers are not yet fully satisfied with the
customer service they’re receiving and for
retailers to be ranked ‘outstanding’ there’s much
more to be done now and in the future. What will
be important is a consistent customer experience
across channels. Equally important is for every
consumer to feel that their needs are met at each
point of that journey.
Technological innovation and multichannel
shopping have empowered consumers – they are
now in the driving seat and demanding more
than ever. Those retailers – whether on or offline
or both – that make the time and investment to
understand today’s consumer and grow their
business accordingly will be those that continue
to thrive and rise above the competition.

“I am loyal to a retailer if
I believe I can consistently
expect good quality and
good service. I am also
price conscious, so I will
shop around to ensure
I am getting a good deal”
Male, 43, London

“M&S and John Lewis are good
examples of retailers who
make shopping easy. staff
in store are always helpful,
they have good return/
exchange policies and their
websites also offer a clickand-collect option, which is
handy if you want to go to
the shop but aren’t sure it
will stock the item you’ve
seen on the website”
Female, 43, Glasgow

“shopping online is just easy
and effortless. there’s no
need to get out of bed on a
saturday morning if there’s
shopping to do, and it can be
with you by monday morning”
Female, 21, Birmingham
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